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Abstract
The Four-Seven Debate between Toegye Yi Hwang (退溪 李滉) and
Gobong Gieseung (高峯 奇大升) in 16th century Korea concerned the
problem of explaining the Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings (四
端七情) in terms of the two ontological concepts of ri (理) and gi (氣).
In this paper, I will focus on the questions raised in this debate about
the following issues: (a) the origin or ontological basis of the Four
Beginnings and the Seven Feelings; (b) the exact meaning of bal (發),
which is used in the description of the origin of the Four and the
Seven; (c) the possibility of ascribing activity or movability to ri; (d)
the relation between the Four and the Seven; and (e) the possibility of
nonequilibrium in the case of the Four. In explaining why each issue
was raised, I will focus on the position of Yi Hwang rather than that
of Gi Daeseung, and will show how far and in what way Yi Hwang
revised his position in response to Gi Daeseung’s criticisms.
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1. Introduction
Neo-Confucians try to explain human beings in terms of the three
psychological concepts of mind (心), human nature (性), and emotion
(情). They in turn try to understand those concepts in terms of the
ontological concepts of ri (理) and gi (氣), which are the components
of the universe and all the myriad things in it. To understand human
beings in terms of ri and gi is therefore to understand them in the
context of the universe as a whole, which entails the belief that the
universe and human beings are closely related. The so-called
Four-Seven Debate between Toegye Yi Hwang (退溪 李滉, 1501-1570)
and Gobong Gi Daeseung (高峯 奇大升, 1527-1572) which began in
1559 and lasted for about eight years, is a good illustration of the
belief. In this debate, they attempt to use ri and gi in order to explain
the psychological concept of feeling (情), which includes the Four
Beginnings (commiseration, shame-dislike, deference-compliance, and
right-wrong) and the Seven Feelings (joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love,
hatred, and desire). Indeed, this debate bears a characteristic mark of
Korean scholarly Neo-Confucianism: whereas Chinese Neo-Confucian
scholars such as Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130-1200) and Lu Xiangshan (陸象山,
1139-1192) were deeply concerned with human nature and mind
respectively, Korean Neo-Confucian scholars focused on emotion.1)
The Four-Seven Debate turns on questions concerning five main
issues: (a) the origin or the ontological basis of the Four Beginnings
and the Seven Feelings; (b) the exact meaning of bal (發), which is
used in the description of the origin of the Four and the Seven; (c)
the possibility of ascribing activity or movability to ri; (d) the relation
between the Four and the Seven; (e) the possibility of nonequilibrium
in the case of the Four.2) Though many scholars have examined these
issues closely over the past thirty years, they have not clearly
1) Choi (2007), p.49.
2) (a) Most scholarship on the Four-Seven discusses the Four and the Seven in
terms of ri and gi, see Fu (1985), Jin (1987), Lee (1988), Kim (1996), and Kim
(2008); (b) on the various meanings of bal (發), see Jeong (2003), Nam (2007),
Yoo (2011a, pp. 37-45), and Yoo (2012); (c) on the relation between the Four and
the Seven sometimes discussed in terms of daeseol (對說) and inseol (因說), or
“The Seven including the Four” and “The Seven versus the Four”, see Lee
(1973), Han (2005), and Choi and Ahn (2008); (d) on “the movability of ri” or
“the arousal of ri”, see Choi (1981), Kim (1996), and Lee (1993), Kim (1999), and
Moon (2001); and on the possibility of nonequilibrium in the case of the Four,
see Yoon (1980, pp. 88-111), Moon (2001, pp. 168-171), Yoo (2011b).
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explained the reasons why they arise as questions in the first place. In
what follows, I will divide the questions into two groups: (a)-(c),
concerning ri and gi, and (d)-(e), concerning the Four and the Seven,
and I will try to show the reason for raising each of them. In doing
this, I will examine Yi Hwang’s positions on these five issues.

2. The Debate in terms of Ri and Gi
(1) Ri and Gi as the Origin
Let us begin with a brief account of the Four-Seven Debate. Chuman
Jeong Jiun (秋巒 鄭之雲, 1509-1561) drew a diagram entitled Diagram
of the Heavenly Mandate, with a brief account of Confucian teachings
on the relation between the universe and human beings and consulted
Yi Hwang about the accuracy of his account. Yi Hwang noted that
Jeong Jiun's account of the Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings in
terms of ri and gi respectively would be controversial, since it seems
to sever the connection between the Four and the Seven and, as a
result, that between ri and gi. Jeong Jiun corrected his own position in
accordance with Yi Hwang's advice. Later on, Gi Daeseung heard
about this incident and raised a doubt about Yi Hwang's advice. This
is the beginning of the debate between Yi Hwang and Gi Daeseung.
In the course of their debate, the original proposition of Jeong Jiun
was modified four times by Yi Hwang and once more by Gi
Daeseung. Their debate thus involves six different propositions.3) Let
us examine the implications of each of the propositions and the
differences among them.
(P1) Chuman's original Proposition (1537): The Four Beginnings originate
from ri, and the Seven feelings originate from gi.4)

Since the preposition 'from (於)' in the above proposition implies
3) I have discussed these propositions in greater detail in Yoo (2011a, 24-37) and
Yoo (2012, 102-107).
4) The page numbers concerning the Four-Seven Debate refer to those in sadan
chiljeong Nonjaeng Yeongutim (2008). For (P1) “四端發於理, 七情發於氣,” see the
“Second Letter of Yi Hwang” (SCNY 2008, 161-162: Hereafter referred to as
“Second Letter of Yi Hwang”) and the “Second Letter of Gi Daeseung” (SCNY
2008, 234).
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the origin, it means that the Four originate from ri and the Seven
from gi. Yi Hwang suggested replacing originate from ri (發於理) and
originate from gi (發於氣) with the arousal of ri (理之發) and the
arousal of gi (氣之發).5) Thus, the first emended version of Jeong
Jiun's proposition is as follows:
(P2) Toegye's First Emendation (1553): The Four Beginnings are the arousal
of ri, and the Seven Feelings are the arousal of gi.6)

In (P1), ri and gi are said to be the origin of the Four and the
Seven, respectively. However, (P2) now means that the Four are the
ri's arousal and the Seven the gi's arousal. The reason for Yi Hwang's
suggestion that (P1) should be emended to (P2) is that the former
appears to sever the connection between the Four and the Seven and
consequently the connection between ri and gi.7) The two propositions
differ, in that (P1) refers to the point of origin whereas (P2) refers to
the subject of the arousal; but they seem to share the same idea of
separating the Four from the Seven and ri from gi. But, as Gi
Daeseung pointed out, there is a problem with this separation. Yi
Hwang therefore presents the following alternative formulation:
(P3) Toegye's Second Emendation (1559): The origin of the Four
Beginnings is ri only and [they are] nothing but good, and the origin of
the Seven feelings is [not only ri but is] combined with gi and [they are]
good or evil.8)

(P3) makes more or less the same claim as (P1) and (P2), but
characterizes the Seven as the arousal of something combined with gi
(兼氣). But in the course of presenting (P3) in order to defend himself,
Yi Hwang stated another new proposition:
(P4) Toegye's Third Emendation (1559): In the arousal of the Four
Beginnings, [...] ri predominates, and in the arousal of the Seven Feelings,

5) As noted, the term bal is used as a noun as well as a verb. In this article, I
translate it without any discussion as 'origin/originate' or 'arousal/arouse' or the
like according to the context in which it is used. For a detailed discussion of its
meanings, see Yoo (2012, 98-107).
6) (P2) “四端理之發, 七情氣之發” ("Second Letter of Yi Hwang," 169).
7) “往年鄭生之作圖也, 有四端發於理, 七情發於氣之說. 愚意亦恐其分別太甚, 或致爭端”
(“Second Letter of Yi Hwang,” 161-162).
8) (P3) “四端之發純理 故無不善, 七情之發兼氣 故有善惡.” (“First Letter of Yi
Hwang,” 140).
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[...] gi predominates.9)

Unlike the previous propositions, which mention ri or gi as the
sole origin of the Four or the Seven, (P4) claims that both the Four
and the Seven are the arousal of the combination of ri and gi. This is
inferred from the term predominate (主), which implies that there are
both ri and gi, but one of them predominates. However, since Gi
Daeseung does not acknowledge this implication,10) Yi Hwang once
again emended his own proposition as follows:
(P5) Toegye's Fourth Emendation (1560): The Four are the arousal of ri,
and gi follows it, and the Seven are the arousal of gi, and ri rides
on it.11)

Yi Hwang says that his description of the Four as the arousal of
ri is not meant to refer to ri without gi, but to emphasize the
characteristic property of ri.12) In other words, he seems to suggest
that even when he explains the Four and the Seven in terms of ri or
gi alone, he still thinks of both of them as the arousal of the
combination of ri and gi. That is, his remarks about ri and gi in (P5)
do not imply that he has changed his mind in reaction to Gi
Daeseung's objection; rather, he is now stating explicitly what was
only implicit in the previous propositions. Nevertheless, Gi Daeseung
remained dissatisfied with Yi Hwang's responses, and finally presented
his own proposition:
(P6) Gobong's Final Proposition (1561): In the arousal of emotions, at times
ri moves and gi is together with it, or at times gi is stimulated and ri
rides on it. 13)

Gi Daeseung's claim that the claim in (P5) that the Four are the
arousal of ri and gi follows it (四則理發而氣隨之) implies gi without ri
is problematic,14) since it clearly mentions both ri and gi. On the other
9) This proposition, (P4) “四端之發主於理, 七情之發主於氣,” has been inferred from “四
端之發 [...] 主於理, 七情之發 [...] 在乎氣.” ("Second Letter of Yi Hwang," 164-165) by
Fu (1985). For this, see Yoo (2011b, 138-139 and n. 15).
10) Yoo (2011b, 139-142).
11) (P5) “四則理發而氣隨之, 七則氣發而理乘之” (“Third Letter of Yi Hwang,” 257).
12) “四端之發, 固曰非無氣. 然孟子之所指, 實不在發於氣處, 若曰兼指氣, 則已非復四端之
謂矣” (“Third Letter of Yi Hwang,” 257).
13) (P6) “情之發也, 或理動而氣俱, 或氣感而理乘” (“Third Letter of Gi Daeseung,” 303).
14) “四則理發而氣隨之, 七則氣發而理乘之, 兩句亦甚精密, 然鄙意以爲此二箇意思, 七情
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hand, (P6) is different from propositions (P1)-(P5) in that it does not
distinguish the Four from the Seven, but refers to them collectively as
jeong (情, emotion or feeling). However, although Gi Daeseung does
not explicitly make any distinction between them, he introduces two
ways to describe it; there is thus no doubt that one description refers
to the Four and the other to the Seven. Moreover, although there is
still a question of which description refers to the Four and which to
the Seven, it is clear that both the Four and the Seven are explained
in terms of both ri and gi.
Let us summarize our discussion so far. (P1) and (P2) explain the
Four and the Seven in terms of ri and gi respectively. (P3) still
explains the Four in terms of ri alone, but explains the Seven in terms
of something combined with gi, which means the combination of ri
and gi. (P4), on the other hand, uses the term predominate to imply
that both the Four and the Seven must be explained in terms of both
ri and gi, whereas (P5) explicitly refers to both ri and gi to explain
both the Four and the Seven. Although (P6) uses a collective term to
refer to the Four and the Seven, it introduces two different
descriptions and so appears still to distinguish two kinds of emotions.
The basis for Gi Daeseung's claim throughout the debate that the
Four and the Seven should be explained in terms of the combination
of ri and gi, and the principle of Zhu Xi is that ri and gi cannot be
separated from each other in reality. He therefore cannot accept Yi
Hwang's propositions because they seem treat ri and gi as really
separated. But Yi Hwang agrees that they cannot be separated and
emphasizes that he never intended to admit the existence of ri without
gi or of gi without ri in any of (P2)-(P5). That is, (P2), which appears
to distinguish ri from gi, originally implies (P4), which refers to a
single predominant element in the combination of ri and gi, and (P4)
in turn implies more or less the what is claimed in (P5).
Once again, the point Yi Hwang tries to make here is that he has
never thought that ri and gi can be separated from each other in
reality, but that it is nevertheless sometimes necessary to speak of
them separately. He cannot but help it in order to describe clearly the
properties of the Four and the Seven. In other words, he separates ri
from gi in order to explain the good of the Four that originate from ri
and the good and evil of the Seven that originate from gi. In fact, the
則兼有, 而四端則只有理發一邊爾”

(“Third Letter of Gi Daeseung,” 303).
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main question concerning the propositions is whether we can accept Yi
Hwang's explanation as it stands. Considering Yi Hwang's repeated
emendations of his own proposition, Gi Daeseung remained dissatisfied
with it. However, Yi Hwang is not simply making excuses in order to
avoid criticism, but is telling the truth. In particular, (P4) and (P5)
clearly show that he takes seriously Gi Daeseung's objection that the
Four and the Seven should not be ascribed to ri or gi alone.15)

(2) The Activity of Ri and the Meaning of Bal (發)
There are two points to be noted in relation to Yi Hwang's
proposition (P5) and Gi Daeseung's proposition (P6). First, Gi
Daeseung has no basis to raise any doubt concerning the arousal of ri
(理發) in (P5). In fact, since he uses the expression the movement of ri
(理動) in (P6), there is no doubt that he acknowledges the activity of
ri.16) Secondly, he is not concerned with any difference in time in the
descriptions of ri and gi. In (P5), there are four activities: the arousal
of ri, gi's following ri, the arousal of gi, and ri's riding on gi. In (P6),
there are also four activities: ri's moving, gi's being with it, gi's being
stimulated, and ri's riding on gi. However, Gi Daeseung has no
interest in the difference in time between the activities in each case,
i.e. between the arousal of ri and gi's following ri, and between the
arousal of gi and ri's riding on gi. This is to neglect the aspect of
their causal relationship.17)
Many scholars have discussed the possibility that ri is active.
within the system of Zhu Xi Studies, ri is by definition not any actual
or physical entity that acts or moves, or any substance that can exist
independently without gi. However, a number of scholars think that Yi
Hwang really accepts the activity of ri separated from gi.18) They
claim that he deliberately employs the concept of the activity of ri in
order to explain the relation between the Four and the Seven. Those
15) As noted, Gi Daeseung did not at first raise any question about the arousal of
ri, but did later (see III.1 below).
16) Song (1995a, 155) points out that Gi Daeseung maintained his position to the
end that he could not accept the activity of ri. In fact, Gi Daeseung criticized
Yi Hwang for allowing for the emotion, calculation, and manipulation of ri
("Third Letter of Gi Daeseung," 328).
17) For a discussion of the Humean conception of causation, see Yoo (2005b, 318 f).
18) K. Kim (1999) refers to S. Lee (1973, 8), Yoon (1985a, 10), etc. Cf. Choi (1981,
87-108).
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who favor this view try to make his overall theories consistent.19)
Other scholars claim that Yi Hwang's term bal does not imply the
activity of ri.20)
In fact, the understanding of Yi Hwang's view depends on the
interpretation of the meaning of bal. A number of questions concerning
this concept might arise, such as whether it has a single meaning or
various meanings, how many meanings it has and what they are,
whether it has one and the same meaning in all the propositions of
the Four-Seven Debate or different meanings, and, if it has different
meanings, what meaning it has in each of the propositions. Scholars
have different opinions as to how to interpret the term in each
proposition.21) For example, Fu Wei-hsun suggests that the term must
be interpreted in all the propositions as issue, whereas Jeong
Sang-bong thinks that it has two meanings, namely, manifestation and
arousal. Nam Ji-man, on the other hand says that it can be interpreted
as issuance, manifestation, and arousal.22) Issuance here means the
origin of generation, manifestation means that its subject cannot move
itself and so reveal itself in other media, and arousal means actual
activity.23)
As stated earlier, the possibility of the activity of ri can be
answered from the analysis of the meaning of bal. If bal in such
expressions as ri's bal or bal of ri is interpreted as manifestation, the
activity of ri will no longer be a problem, and also the question about
the origin will be disposed. For, if bal means manifestation, the bal of
ri no longer refers to the activity of ri, but to the activity of the
subject in which ri resides. If this is what Yi Hwang has in mind
when he claims that he does not mean the existence or the activity of
gi without ri or ri without gi, we can be sure that his claim was not
an excuse made simply to avoid Gi Daeseung's criticism.

19)
20)
21)
22)

Cf. K. Kim (1999, 20-21).
For example, Moon (2001, 176).
Nam (2007, 8-15); Jeong (2003, 207-223); Yoo (2011a, 37-45); Yoo (2012, 92-115).
Fu (1985, 16-24); Jeong (2003, 207-223); Nam (2007, 8-15). Elsewhere, I have
claimed that there is no single translation for bal 發 mentioned in (P1)-(P6), and
that it must be interpreted according to its context (see Yoo 2011a, 37-45; Yoo
2012, 92-115).
23) Nam (2007, 7) distinguishes three meanings of bal as the origin, affection, and
effect of the emotion, but there is no reason to restrict it to emotion only.
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3. The Debate in terms of Mind and Nature
(1) The Relation Between the Four and the Seven
As noted, Gi Daeseung criticizes Yi Hwang's first proposition (P2) for
separating the Four from the Seven, and also ri from gi.24) Against Yi
Hwang, Gi Daeseung emphasizes that there cannot be any ri without
gi or gi without ri, and that the Four are included in the Seven.25) Yi
Hwang responds to Gi Daeseung's criticism in two steps. First, he
defends his own position in (P2), where he appears to separate ri
from gi; then he responds to the objection by emending (P2) into (P4)
and (P5), in which he mentions both ri and gi.26)
Yi Hwang's reasoning might have been roughly as follows: he
accepts that nature (性) refers to the nature of the composite of ri and
gi, but not to the nature of ri alone or gi alone. However, since by
definition gi can have the property of being evil, we refer only to ri
without gi when we indicate only original nature (本然之性), which is
always good. All the same, there is no problem with referring only to
ri without gi in order to indicate the Four, which are purely good.
In general, the original nature refers to the property of ri,
whereas psychophysical nature (氣質之性) refers to the property of gi.
All human beings have the same ri, but they can be different because
of differences in their psychophysical nature. In other words, since ri
is good and is actualized as it is without any interference or
obstruction, all human beings must be good; however, they can be
either good or evil according to their gi or psychophysical nature. It is
not the case that gi itself is evil; rather, the manifestation of ri in clear
gi is good, and its manifestation in turbid gi is evil. Gi Daeseung
24) “Now if one accepts that 'the Four originate from ri and so there cannot be
anything that is not good, whereas the Seven originate from gi and so there is
good and evil,' they become two things by dividing ri and gi and, moreover,
the Seven do not originate from nature, whereas the Four do not ride on gi”
(今若以謂四端發於理而無不善, 七情發於氣而有善惡, 是理與氣判而爲兩物也, 是七情
不出於性, 而四端不乘於氣也) ("First Letter of Gi Daeseung," 146).
25) “非七情之外復有四端也” ("First Letter of Gi Daeseung," 145-146; "Second Letter of
Gi Daeseung," 186-187). Gi Daeseung explains this in terms of daeseol and inseol.
For this, “daeseol is to say by means of comparison, e.g., comparison between left
and right, whereas inseol is to say by means of connection, e.g., connection
between top and bottom” (盖對說者, 如說左右, 便是對待底, 因說者, 如說上下, 便是
因仍底) ("Third Letter of Gi Daeseung," 299-300). Cf. Yoo (2011a, 48).
26) “Second Letter of Yi Hwang,” 164-165.
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agrees with Yi Hwang's reasoning; indeed, there is nothing new here,
and it fits well with Zhu Xi's system.
However, Gi Daeseung takes note of the fact that when Zhu Xi
speaks of the original nature, he refers only to ri, whereas when he
speaks of the psychophysical nature, he refers to the mixture of ri and
gi.27) On the basis of this, he therefore points out that Yi Hwang was
wrong in (P2) to say that the Seven are the arousal of gi, for he
should have referred to the combination of ri and gi in the case of the
Seven.28) Gi Daeseung emphasizes the combination of ri and gi in
order to maintain the close relationship between the Four and the
Seven. That is, if the Four are the arousal of ri, whereas the Seven are
the arousal of gi, then they might be viewed as separated feelings
which have no connection between them.
According to Gi Daeseung, however, there is only one kind of
emotion. The Seven include good emotions as well as evil emotions
since they originate from the combination of ri and gi, and the good
emotions among them are called the Four.29) This means that the Four
are included in the Seven. Gi Daeseung criticizes Yi Hwang in (P3) for
holding that the Four and the Seven are mutually exclusive. If his
interpretation is correct, Yi Hwang has to accept either that they are
different emotions or that they have different kinds of goodness; that
is, Yi Hwang cannot but accept two kinds of emotions as well as two
kinds of goodness. and since it is hardly reasonable to say that two
different kinds of goodness come from one and the same origin, one
of them must originate from ri and the other from gi.30) .
27) Zhuzi quanshu 朱子全書, 4:46. “論天地之性, 則專指理言, 論氣質之性, 則以理與氣雜
而言之.”
28) “According to this, to say that the Four are the bal of this ri refers only to ri,
and to say that the Seven are the bal of this gi refers to the mixture of ri and
gi. The expression of the bal of this ri cannot be changed, but the expression of
the bal of this gi does not refer only to gi.” (以是觀之, 所謂四端, 是理之發者, 專
指理言, 所謂七情, 是氣之發者, 以理與氣雜而言之者也. 而是理之發云者, 固不可易,
是氣之發云者, 非專指氣也.) ("Second Letter of Gi Daeseung," 184-185).
29) “盖人之情一也, 而其所以爲情者, 固兼理氣有善惡也. 但孟子就理氣妙合之中, 專指其
發於理, 而無不善者言之, 四端是也” ("Second Letter of Gi Daeseung," 186-187);
“Only is there a distinction between the Four and the Seven, and it is not the
case that the Four exist apart from the Seven” (有四端七情之別耳, 非七情之外復
有四端也) ("First Letter of Gi Daeseung," 145-146; "Second Letter of Gi
Daeseung," 186-187).
30) “盖以四端七情, 對擧互言, 而揭之於圖, 或謂之無不善, 或謂之有善惡, 則人之見之也,
疑若有兩情, 且雖不疑於兩情, 而亦疑其情中有二善, 一發於理, 一發於氣者, 爲未當也”
("Second Letter of Gi Daeseung," 189).
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Gi Daeseung's criticism is logically valid in the sense that if the
premises are true, then the conclusion is true. However, as is well
known, the logical truth is one thing, and the truth of a premise is
another. We should therefore now ask whether his premises are true.
What is Yi Hwang's response to this criticism? In fact, he explicitly
admits that the Four are included in the Seven by saying that the
Four are not the emotions apart from the Seven.31) Thus, Gi
Daeseung's criticism that Yi Hwang cannot but accept two kinds of
emotions and two kinds of goodness does not apply. However, Yi
Hwang continues to explain the Four and the Seven in terms of ri
and gi respectively without saying anything to defend himself from Gi
Daeseung's criticism.32) He thinks (a) that ri and gi cannot exist or
move apart from each other and that the Four and the Seven are not
separated from each other, but also (b) that it is acceptable to explain
the Four and the Seven in terms of ri and gi respectively insofar as
this helps to reveal their characteristics. However, Gi Daeseung does
not consider Yi Hwang's position in (a), but he focuses on criticizing
(b) for the reason that the separation of ri from gi implies the
separation of the Four from the Seven. He thus claims that both ri
and gi must be referred to in the explanation of the Four and the
Seven. This view is reflected in his own proposition (P6).

(2) Equilibrium (中節) or Nonequilibrium (不中節) of the Four
Let us now examine the moral characteristic of the Four. According
to Zhu Xi, nature (性) is something that should be naturally done.33)
Nature is manifested as an emotion (情). When it is excessive or
defective, it becomes evil, and when it is appropriate, it becomes
good. Emotion here refers to the Four as well as to the Seven;
therefore, they can both be in a state of equilibrium as well as
nonequilibrium. However, according to Mencius's theory that human
nature is fundamentally good, the Four must be only good, that is,
they can be in a state of equilibrium only. In other words,
31) “故雖不可謂七情之外復有四端.” ("Third Letter of Yi Hwang," 262).
32) Cf. “Third Letter of Yi Hwang,” 263-264. Yi Hwang claims only that (P3) is
true, but does not explain anything about the controversial discussion of two
kinds of feelings or two kinds of goodness.
33) Zhuzi quanshu, 4:40. "Nature is something that should be done" (性便是合當?底);
Zhuzi quanshu, 5:3. "Nature is like a given job to do" (性猶職事); Zhuzi quanshu,
5:9. "Nature is something that should be done" (性是合當底).
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nonequilibrium implies evil, but the Four by definition cannot be in
a state of nonequilibrium, since to say that the Four are evil is to
reject Mencius's theory of nature.
Nonetheless, Gi Daeseung explicitly states in his second letter to
Yi Hwang that since there can be nonequilibrium even in the arousal
of the Four, they cannot be said to be all good.34) He acknowledges
that his statement that there can be nonequilibrium even in the arousal
of the Four contradicts his earlier statement that the Four are ri and
good.35) He says, “since such a theory is possible, think about it.” Yet
he goes on to the next discussion without any detailed explanation to
work out the contradiction.36) However, in his third letter to Yi
Hwang, he retreats from his claim in the second letter by saying that
he did not really mean that the Four originate from the combination
of ri and gi and also are both good and evil.37)
As Gi Daeseung repeatedly claims, if the Four and the Seven
originate from the combination of ri and gi, the distinction or division
between them seems unnecessary.38) Among the aroused feelings, those
in the state of equilibrium are good, whereas those in the state of
nonequilibrium are evil, but they will no longer be named the Four or
the Seven, but merely feelings. Perhaps it is for this reason that Gi
Daeseung in his own proposition (P6) does not distinguish the Four
from the Seven, but calls them by the collective name feelings. Viewed
from this perspective, his claim that the Four, like the Seven, can be
good as well as evil seems consistent with the claim that the Four can
be either in the state of equilibrium or in the state of nonequilibrium.
As Gi Daeseung says, if we have to refer to the combination of ri
and gi in the explanation of both the Four and the Seven, we also
have to admit that the Four and the Seven share the properties of ri
and gi. Once again, from the premise that the properties of ri and gi
or the characteristic of good and evil, it is reasonable to conclude that
the Four also have such a property and characteristic, for the Four are
34) "四端之發, 亦有不中節者, 固不可皆謂之善也" ("Second Letter of Gi Daeseung," 228).
35) "然大升從來所陳, 改以四端爲理爲善, 而今又以爲四端之發, 亦有不中節者, 其語自相
矛盾, 想先生更以爲怪也. 然若究而言之, 則亦不妨有是理, 而自爲一說也. 伏幸將入思
議何如" ("Second Letter of Gi Daeseung," 228-229).
36) Cf. the underlined phrase in the previous footnote.
37) "又有四端不中節之說者, 盖常人之情, 不無氣稟物欲之累, 或天理?發, 而旋爲氣稟物欲
之所拘蔽, 則亦有不中節者爾, 非固以四端, 亦兼理氣有善惡也" ("Third Letter of Gi
Daeseung," 293-294).
38) Song (1995b, 147).
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included in the Seven. Nonetheless, Gi Daeseung merely accepts
Mencius's theory of human nature rather than such a conclusion. Yi
Hwang did not respond to Gi Daeseung's third letter about the
conclusion, and so we cannot be certain what he thought about Gi
Daeseung's change of attitude. He might have thought that, even
though all the feelings originate from the combination of ri and gi and
cannot be separated in reality, we can still divide them in thought.39)
In particular, (P2) and (P3) clearly show Yi Hwang's view that since
the Four originate from ri, they are good, which means that they are
in a state of equilibrium.

4. Concluding Remarks
By viewing the Four as the arousal of ri and the Seven as the arousal of
gi, Yi Hwang separates ri from gi (even if only conceptually), and so he
is unable to include the Four in the Seven. Consequently, as Gi
Daeseung points out, he took the burden to explain away that the Four
and the Seven, or the good of the Four and the good of the Seven are
two different kinds of emotion or good. However, although Yi Hwang
speaks of the arousal of ri or the arousal of gi, he does not mean that
there can be ri without gi or gi without ri. He does not claim that ri can
be separated from gi in reality, but has in mind only their conceptual
separation.
Indeed, the treatment of ri and gi as really separate entities not
only conflicts with the fundamental principles of Zhu Xi Studies, but
also raises the problem of rejecting or reconstructing all the theories
and convictions based on them. The Four and the Seven should
therefore not be explained separately in terms of ri and gi respectively.
According to Gi Daeseung, this is the very mistake that Yi Hwang
made in his letters; he therefore argues that Yi Hwang has to emend
his own positions.
However, Yi Hwang thinks that he himself never deviated from
Zhu Xi's teachings on ri and gi, and so believes that there is little in
39) "Since the Four are feelings and also the Seven are feelings, all are feelings. If
so, why are there such different names as the Four and the Seven? However,
since they indicate differently, it is not the case that there is no distinction" (夫
四端情也, 七情亦情也, 均是情也, 何以有四七之異名耶. [...] 然而所就而言之不同, 則
亦不容無別) ("Third Letter of Yi Hwang," 237).
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Gi Daeseung's criticism for him to reply to. He also thinks that in
order to clarify the characteristics of ri and gi, it is not wrong to
separate them in thought or conceptually. Indeed, he emends his own
proposition several times in response to Gi Daeseung's criticism.
Nonetheless, Gi Daeseung seems not to be satisfied with such
responses, but goes on to claim that even a conceptual separation is
not acceptable. In fact, this is the Maginot Line for Yi Hwang, and
unless Gi Daeseung takes a step back and accepts the possibility, and
indeed necessity, of a conceptual separation between ri and gi in
specifying the characteristics of the Four and the Seven, their debate
will remain unresolved.
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對李滉四端七情論爭的再考察
兪 原 基

中文摘要：16世紀韓國的代表論爭之一，即退溪李滉與高峰奇大升之間發
生的四端七情論爭，是在存在論的概念層面上對理和氣進行了說明。本論
文所關心的是在此次論爭中提出和涉及的問題中，特別是a）四端與七情
的根源，或者說其存在論的依據是什麼。b)在表述四端七情的根源時所使
用的“發”字，其真正的意義是什麼？c)能否賦予理活動性或是說運動性。
d)四端七情真正的關系是什麼？e)四端不中節是否可能等問題的答辯。文
中首先會說明各問題提出的理由，然後更多的是站在李滉的立場，直接面
對奇大升的批判，考察李滉對自己的立場做了多少改變，又是以何種方式
在改變。
關鍵詞：退溪 李滉、高峯 奇大升、四端、七情、理、氣、發。
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